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According to people who use eSources regularly, the question of an eSources scam does not arise
simply because eSources leaves no room for scams on its site. While the news of an eSources
scam has confused first-time buyers who have never used the site, veterans say that such stories
only indicate that competitors of eSources are getting desperate.

Dirty Competition

There is a high likelihood that all stories of an eSources scam have been circulated by people upset
with this directory. The more successful eSources becomes, the more its rivals suffer. As most of
these competing wholesale sites were hotbeds of scams, when eSources started offering a safe
alternative to buyers, the scammers lost customers by the hundreds.

To compensate for their bad images in comparison to eSources, they started spreading rumors of
an eSources scam. Now that their strategy has been outed, they are looking for other ways to harm
eSources. Not that they are succeeding because eSources scam stories have never been a popular
buyer attractionâ€”most of them too smart to fall for such tricks.

Baseless Rumors

Buyers who have used this directory for years say that an eSources scam is impossible because the
site has been around for a long time. Plus, the usual indicators of scamâ€”high fees, multiple charges,
undisclosed information about suppliers, incomplete product inventoriesâ€”are not present in eSources.

Instead, eSources offers a verified wholesale list and thousands of leads on products at a very
modest fee. The suppliers who are featured on eSources are handpicked for their verifiability and
experience in the market. Therefore, eSources scam reports are just a way to fool buyers who are
realizing the perils of associating with the real scam sites and signing up with eSources to save their
businesses.

One reason eSources scam stories are never taken seriously is perhaps the strong credibility the
site has even among the suppliers. Many suppliers who refuse to be featured on other wholesale
lists request to create profiles on eSources. These are genuine suppliers who are worried about the
beating their images will take if they associate with scammers in any way. Naturally, they turn to
eSources as a way to find customers without being tainted with scams.

ESources scam reports notwithstanding, buyers are flocking to the site to find suppliers and select
merchandise for their stores. ESources scam reports have certainly not deterred even the small
retailers, most of whom sell clothing, toys, books, electronics, computers and peripherals, home
supplies, jewelry, art, travel equipment, and other products online.

Esources has a fair following among eBayers, who love the many resources they find on this
supplier directory. To them, stories of an eSources scam make no sense because they owe the
success of their businesses to eSources. Their success speaks loudly in favor of eSources. It also
reminds others why the reports of an eSources scam are dying a slow death in the absence of any
credibility.
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Brad Smith - About Author:
a Esources scam stories have lost all credibility, not that they had much to begin with. But, new
revelations such as competitorsâ€™ roles in spreading rumors have hit the last nail in the coffin of these
untrue rumors of an a esources scams.
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